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The Project
The Parc des Princes stadium, home to Paris Saint Germain (PSG), frequently exceeds 99% 

capacity. Due to high demand for tickets, the stadium will be undertaking an expansion to 

increase the seating to 60,000. Alongside the additional seating, a variety of hospitality and 

premium services will be included. Many drivers and constraints have been considered to 

produce a world class stadium, whilst ensuring the stadium maintains its architectural heritage.
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Roof and Structural Design

Pie chart showing the costs for major stages of the project 

construction (£)

Begin Site Set Up Aug 2021

Demolition Works Begin Nov 2021

First Construction On-Site Jan 2022

New Tier Installed Mar 2022

Hospitality Construction Mar 2022

Roof Construction Mar 2023

Completion of Construction Jan 2024

Opening Day Jun 2024
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Hospitality
The modern stadium must do much more than simply provide a venue for football games, with 

trends leaning towards the luxury experience and facilities to be used all year round. The 

expansion of the Parc des Princes diversifies and expands the repertoire of experiences on 

offer, in a modern extension to the Boulogne stand set over 6 floors.

Two VIP boxes with dedicated 

dining facilities and open bars 

with function space for hire

Luxury restaurant with 

exceptional views set over a 

floor and a half open all year 

round

General admissions lounge 

with matchday facilities and 

views across Paris and the 

pitch

Additional toilets, staff and 

steward offices and facilities

Short- and long-term open plan 

offices available to rent, 

subsidised for local businesses

Dedicated learning facilities for 

PSG’s educational 

programmes, and a crazy golf 

experience

Grand atrium welcome into 

stadium, available for hire for 

large functions

6th floor open plan bar

Mezzanine bar 

Grand atrium under the Boulogne stand

Luxury restaurant & chef table

Steel Y-columns create the atrium entrance, 

spanning 4-storeys in the central part of the new 

development. To the east and west of the 

atrium, the expansion consists of a regular steel 

frame creating the addition floors 1-3. 

Cross section of stadium showing roof connection to existing cantilevers and new stand

A tension ring roof will replace the existing 

concrete cantilevers, providing a lightweight and 

material efficient solution. It is composed of an 

outer compression truss and two inner tension 

rings connected via radial cables. The roof is 

supported by the new frame and the existing 

cantilevers on the remaining 3 stands. The 

cantilevers have been cut to allow sightlines 

from the new stand to the pitch, and the bearing 

connection is located inline with the centre of 

the foundations to limit differential settlement.

Venue for Olympics

Olympic standard stadium

Design Philosophy:

"Rêvons Plus Grand"

Social 

Legally protected razors

Logistical

Increased strain on public transport

Time

Completed by the 2024 Olympics

Physical

Surrounding road networks

Economic

Economically viable, with long term profit

World-class stadium

Provide state-of-the-art facilities

Fan experience

Improve year-round activities

Sustainability

Industry leading sustainable project

Revenue

Increase and diversify revenue streams

Thin film solar panels built into the roof 

fabric will provide power to the stadium on 

match days. An integrated rainwater 

harvesting system will irrigate the pitch and 

provide water for the toilets.

Electrochromic glass used on the façade 

can regulate temperature by adjusting its 

opacity.

The extension to the Boulogne stand aims to modernise the stadium 

whilst respecting the existing structure. The glass façade exposes the 

skeletal structural elements and allows for the historic concrete razors 

to remain a visible key feature of the stadium from the outside.

The façade tapers into the existing stadium as it reaches the Paris and 

Tribune Borelli stands, providing a seamless transition from the old to 

the new. 

Central Y-column structure Steel frame structure

Atrium Y-columns

Frame

Legend

Enhancing biodiversity

Use recycled materials

Lightweight materials to reuse foundation

Reducing waste 

Reducing energy consumption

With onsite football matches occurring only 30 days a year, the new stadium includes features 

to ensure its value all year round. The plaza will act as the interface between the stadium and 

the community and become a focal point for socialising, playing and eating.

Plaza

Strict site restrictions majorly influenced the final design. 

Hospitality floor layoutPlan view of the plaza

Site overview

Plan view of the façade, shown in blue

View from the plaza 

Extension of 1st

tier on all stands 

providing 4,500 

seats, 120m2

accessible 

seating 

3rd tier added to 

Boulogne stand 

providing 7,500 

seats, with 

secluded VIP 

balcony

Refurbishment of park with new playing areas

5-a-side pitches

Matchday perimeter erected for security measures 

with clear space for queueing around stadium

Stepped seating area with mosaic of fan names

Picnic area and weekly food trucks/ market

Landscaping to aid post match flow of people

Statues of PSG legends and historical plaques

Bollards around full perimeter

Concrete cores

VIP Spaces

GA Spaces

Toilets

Staff Areas

Crazy Golf

Corridor

Rentable office 

Learning spaces

GA entrances

VIP entrances

Legend

Tension ring GSA model

Structural systems in new stand

Rainwater harvesting system

Automated windows and ventilation

Project Stakeholders

The Blvd Périphérique restricted any 

major works over the NE section

Jean-Bouin stadium limited outwards 

expansion to the NW

Future Parc des Princes uses space 

to the SE to expand both upwards 

and outwards
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The stadium design was driven by 5 sustainability goals:

Rainwater

Harvested per 

year

30% Energy demand

Solar gain91%

18,400m3

100%

80%

Pitch irrigation

Toilet demand

On Matchdays

Match attendees 

Régie Autonome des 

Transports Parisiens

Stadium Users

International Olympics 

Committee

UEFA

Financial Ties

PSG 

Qatar Sports Investments 

Conseil de Paris

External view of extension to Boulogne stand

Matchday safety 

perimeter
Additional 

Seating

Drivers                                                                          Constraints

Legend

Filtered water

Exhaust

Legend

Legend

Additional seats

2nd tier

1st tier

Legend


